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FIG. 2. Typical absorption spectra around zero-pho-
non band for AgC1 doped impurities during band-to-
band excitation at 2 K. The excitation intensity in (c)-2
is reduced to about one-bventieth of (c)-1, for the
same sample of AgC1:Fe'+. The spectral bandwidth
used is indicated

passed through the sample, monochromatized by
a grating monochromator, and detected by a ger-
manium bolometer. Band-to-band excitation is
provided by a high-pressure mercury lamp through
selective filters, and its intensity is fixed in the
following data except when otherwise stated. The
experimental procedure is to measure first the
transmission Io without excitation and then the
transmission I during excitation. The induced ab-
sorption, 1n(I,/I), obtained corresponds to a
steady-state absorption during excitation.

Typical examples of the induced absorption
spectra around the zero-phonon band are shown
in Figs. 1 and 2, for AgBr and AgCl, respective-
ly.

The result for pure AgBr in Fig. 1(a) agrees
with that of Brandt and Brown. ' It has been es-
tablished'~ that the 20.8-meV band corresponds
to 1s-2p transition of the bound polaron. The
23.9-meV band has been assigned as either 1s-
continuum' or 1s-3P.4 The conductivity modula-
tion spectra' suggest the transition from 1s to a
state close to the continuum.

The result for AgCl in Fig. 2(a) shows stronger
absorption compared with the previous data. ' The
33.5-meV band corresponds to a 1s-2P transition

of intrinsic origin and the weak band at 32.8 me&
is due to residual impurity, possibly Fe'+. On
the higher energy side, a band at 40.6 meV is as-
signed as the 1s-continuum transition. '

As shown below, none of the divalent cations re-
produce the spectra of the pure crystal. Qn the
other hand, addition of chalcogen, both S' and
Se', appreciably enhances the intrinsic absorp-
tion band as shown in Figs. 1(b) and 2(b). Further-
more, the decay behavior of induced absorption
is not sensitive to chalcogens at the concentra-
tion range studied here. Thus it can be concluded
that the absorption enhancement is due to the in-
crease in concentration of the positive charge
center. As known from ionic conductivity re-
sults, ' the chalcogen ion in silver halides exists
as substitutional divalent anion and is accompan-
ied with the increase of silver interstitials.
Therefore, the present results strongly suggest
that the positive charge in the intrinsic shallow
electron center is due to a silver interstitial ion.

Addition of substitutional divalent cations pro-
duces zero-phonon bands at energies specific to
the impurity. The results give the first direct
eivdence of electron trapping by divalent cations
in silver halides. The behavior, however, is dif-
ferent for the different halides as follows.

In AgBr, the intrinsic band is hardly observ-
able even at the impurity concentration less than
1&&10 ', as shown in Figs. 1(c)-1(e). In AgCl, on
the contrary, the intrinsic band always coexists
with the extrinsic band, as shown in Figs. 2(c)-
2(e). The two kinds of coexisting bands, however,
can be easily discriminated by reducing the exci-
tation intensity. As shown typically in Fig. 2(c)
for AgCl:Fe~+, the intrinsic band loses its rela-
tive strength on reducing the excitation to about
one-twentieth from (c)-1 to (c)-2. This phenome-
non is related to the difference in their decay be-
havior and has never been observed in AgBr.

The dependence of the extrinsic band energy on
the kind of cation impurity can be explained as
follows. It is found that the energy difference be-
tween 1s-2P and 1s-continuum transitions is the
same for all the spectra in the same halide, ir-
respective of its origin, within experimental er-
ror. This corresponds to the shift of the 1s-2p
transition energy being entirely due to the shift
of the ls state relative to the conduction band.
As in the case of shallow donors in semiconduc-
tors, "the shift can be explained in terms of the
central-cell correction to the effective-mass ap-
proximation (EMA).

As a first approximation, the central-cell cor-
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rection AE will be proportional to the effective ionization energy F., of the core defined as

E,. = (second ionization energy of the impurity atom) —(Madelung energy of the matrix halide)

by considering the divalent impurity at the cation
site.

The 1s-2p zero-phonon transition energy E, ob-
served for the cation impurities are plotted
against F,. in Fig. 3. Values of Madelung ener-
gies used are 8.714 eV (AgBr) and 9.068 eV
(AgCl), and those of ionization energies are from
Ref. 10. Figure 3 shows that the proportionality
holds approximately for impurities having E,
greater than that of Pb". The deviation of the
Ca" data may be expected, because the bound
electron will not feel the impurity potential in the
limit of small E,. and the central-cell correction
is reduced to zero. In terms of the EMA, the fac-
tor bF/E, is of th.e order of the probability of
finding the electron in the central cell, '

b E/E; - (central cell volume)/ma*', (2)

36
2+

Cd@y

where a* is the effective Bohr radius which is es-
timated as 19.4 A (AgBr) and 11.7 A (AgCl). Tak-
ing the central-cell volume as (n/6)(a/2)', where
a is the lattice constant, ~E/E, is estima. ted as
0.55x10 ' (AgBr) and 2.3x10 ' (AgCl). The val-
ues can be favorably compared with the experi-
mental values of (1+0.4) x10 ' (AgBr) and (2+0.4)
x10 ' (AgCl) for the dash-dotted lines in Fig. 3.

The data for intrinsic bands are also included
in Fig. 3. Assuming the silver interstitial, the

Madelung energy in Eq. (1) is neglected and the
first ionization energy of the silver atom (7.576
eV) is taken as E;. It is shown that the energy of
the intrinsic band fits in with the trend of divalent
impurities. This will further support the inter-
stitial model of the intrinsic center. For exam-
ple, if the E-center model (electron at halogen
vacancy) is assumed, the Madelung energy term
in Eq. (1) turns to positive sign and a deeper lo-
calization of electron will be expected.

Two kinds of positive charge centers are thus
identified; one is the silver interstitial ion and
the other is the divalent cation at a substitutional
site. In thermal equilibrium, the concentration
of silver interstitials is decreased by adding diva-
lent cations and increased by divalent anions.
The present results on AgBr can be explained
along this line, and the main origin of intersti-
tials may be frozen-in defects. The situation in
AgCl is entirely different, and suggests the pro-
duction of silver interstitials during barid-to-band
irradiation of AgCl at low temperature. The type
of difference between AgBr and AgC1 may be re-
lated to the different behavior in exciton self-
trapping discussed previously. "

Further discussion will be made elsewhere on
the experimental results including the multiphonon
spectra and also on the deep electron centers ob-
served at higher temperature.

Fruitful discussions with Professor Y. Toyo-
zawa and Dr. Y. Kondo are deeply appreciated.
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FIG. 3. The 1s-2P zero-phonon transition energy F&
vs the effective ionization energy E; of the core, for
the cation impurity centers (O~ and the intrinsic center
(e). See text for details.
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Structure and Electronic Properties of Polymeric Sulfur Nitride (SN)„Modified by Brominea
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(Received 11 April 1977)

We report the structure and electronic properties of (SNBrp 4)„and the first chemical
modification of the polymeric superconductor (SN)„. Its dc conductivity at 300 K is ten
times greater than that for (SN)„and the thermoelectric power is positive rather than
negative. The plasma energy and the superconductivity transition temperature are es-
sentially unchanged. These results suggest that a small displacement of the Fermi level
and a large increase in scattering time occur upon bromination.

Since the discovery of the superconducting prop-
erties' of polymeric sulfur nitride (SN)„ there has
been considerable interest in its physical proper-
ties and numerous attempts to produce analogous
compounds. ' We have recently succeeded in mod-

ifying the properties of (SN)„ films and crystals
by reaction with Br» I» and ICl. ' Independently,
Bernard et al.4 reported on the addition of bro-
mine to (SN)„. In this Letter, we make the first
detailed report of the structure and electronic
propertites of crystalline (SN)„reacted with bro-
mine. We find substantial changes in the dc con-
ductivity oq, (T) and the thermoelectric power
S(T) while the plasma energy and the supercon-
ducting T, are essentially unchanged. These
striking electronic properties are shown to be
consistent with an unusual model for bromine in-
corporation in (SN)„as suggested by detailed
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) results.

On exposure to the vapor pressure of bromine
at room temperature, (SN)„crystals change from
gold to blue-black fibrous crystals of composition
(SNBr„,)„. Evacuation at 10 ' Torr at room tem-
perature for 1 h results in a final composition
(SNBr«)„. At this composition, the crystal has
expanded -

50%%uo in volume with no measurable ex-
pansion in the b direction. During the bromina-
tion, some exfoliation and macroscopic cracking
is observed. The density increases from 2.32 g/
cm' to 2.65 gjcm'.

X-ray precession photographs of individual
crystals of (SNBr~4)„show only (Ok 0) reflec-
tions. ' X-ray powder diffraction results show
the (102) reflection of (SN)„ to be broadened, but
unshifted, indicating that the a and c lattice con-
stants remain unchanged. TEM diffraction re-

suits for (SN)„and (SNBr«)„are shown in Fig. 1.
The three most notable features of these data are
(1) Bragg diffraction spots appear in approxi-
mately the same positions in (SN)„and (SNBr«)„;
(2) the (SNBr«)„pattern shows considerably
more streaking perpendicular to 5*; and (3) dif-
fuse lines are observed perpendicular to b* at
(0-,'k 0). Forbidden reflections observed in both
patterns are due to multiple diffraction effects.
The unchanged Bragg diffraction spots show that
the (SN)„ lattice remains unchanged on bromina-
tion in agreement with the powder x-ray data.
The increased streaking in the diffraction pattern

FIG. 1. Electron diffraction pattern from (a) (SN)„
fibers showing the b*c* reciprocal lattice net;
(b) (SNBrp 4) fibers oriented similarly to (a). The
simultaneous occurrence of (002) and (102) reflections
and the larger streaks are attributed to extensive twin-
ning; and (c) electron micrograph of (SNBrp 4)„ twinned
fibers with 20-& dimensions.


